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ABSTRACT

Sharīʿah emphasises safeguarding nasab (filiation) because all other rights and responsibilities rely on the legitimacy of the children. Biotechnological human procreation creates several ethico-legal challenges, including the filiation of ART-resulting children and threats to the concept of family in Islam. To protect children’s rights, this paper conducts a textual study on Sharīʿah sources and their application by Muslim jurists to deal with issues of filiation in ART-births, particularly those involving controversial events. Significantly, it analyses how maternal and paternal relationships are established in various scenarios, including assistance from co-wives, the use of preserved embryos in cases of divorce, death, or mağ̱fūd-ul-khabar (a missing person without news), and donation practices (sperm, eggs, or uteri). Essentially, the research examines the question of whether the nasab determining Sharīʿah principles are sufficient to overcome filiation issues in ART or not. Utilising a qualitative research paradigm, this study employs a library-based methodology to conduct a thorough analysis of primary sources, comprising the Qurʾān, Sunnah, subsidiary sources, and relevant literature. Notably, the article highlights the position of Muslim countries practicing Sharīʿah in addressing ART-related issues. The study concludes by putting forward a novel approach to the ongoing
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discourse on the harmonising of Sharīʿah, family law, and emerging reproductive technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

_Shari'ah_ puts special attention on the formation of the family institution, which begins with marriage. Marital relationships have some fundamental objectives, including maintaining human reproduction. In fact, human procreation through natural processes has no problem, but using advanced technological (ART) may pose challenges, including the determination of the nasab of children. After birth, the immediate and foremost right of children and parents is filiation.\(^1\) Abandoning ART-children\(^2\) without attribution such as to declare them illegitimate would lead to humiliation and social ill-treatment.\(^3\)

Notably, the maternal or paternal attribution of children defines familial roles and responsibilities encompassing custodianship, guardianship, inheritance, and others.\(^4\) Under the _Shari'ah_, determination of filiation is associated with the right of Allah the Almighty, the right of the children, and the right of the father. Therefore, unfair attribution of a child to someone other than the real parents is strictly prohibited.\(^5\) Indeed, all family ties depend on the establishment of legitimacy of the child and protecting the sanctity of family lineage is listed in the _Maqāṣid al-Sharīʿah_ (primary objective of _Shari'ah_). Henceforth, the right of filiation for the ART children needs to be protected and justified in the context of Islamic law.

Essentially, a marital bond has been referred to as a method of determining the affiliation of the children and preventing any doubt in

---

2. Those children that are born as a result of using assisted reproductive technology (ART).
genealogy issues. Nevertheless, the ART treatments deviate from this normal position where babies were born in controversial scenarios such as using frozen embryos after the divorce or death of the parties. Similarly, when a wife utilises preserved reproductive material during the absence of her husband (*maqood-ul-khabar*), or when donated reproductive material is employed, it poses a risk to the attribution of children. The current study is limited to discussing the issue of *nasab* in these events.

While scholars have discussed the broader issue of legitimacy under the *Sharīʿah*, there is a gap in addressing the specific legitimacy concerns related to ART-children. For instance, Masum⁶ focuses on the legitimacy of children born via artificial insemination but limits the discussion to the Malaysian legal perspective, omitting the *Sharīʿah* views. Similarly, Banu⁷ and Yassari⁸, emphasise the significance of the attribution of children in contemporary society, highlighting issues of denial of attribution, but they do not cover the ART-related issues. Sudirman's⁹ discourse covers surrogacy-related issues, excluding discussions on children born through ART techniques. Yusoff,¹⁰ to some extent, vents into examining parentage in assisted reproduction, yet the pertinent issues central to this study are not examined. Hence, this paper aims to fill discernible legal gaps in the objective discourse.

This study aligns with its title by utilising qualitative research, analysing the Islamic jurisprudential literature on this subject. It also utilises a library-based approach that enables comprehensive analysis of texts of the Qurʾān and Sunnah, subsidiary sources, and

---


⁹ Muh. Sudirman et al, “Children Resulting from Insemination Through the Surrogate Mother Process (Substitute Mother) and Their Instruction Rights Islamic Law Perspective,” In *SHS Web of Conferences*, vol. 149. EDP Sciences, 2022.
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jurisprudentially pertinent literature. The study is supported by the underlining practices of the Muslim countries to deal with the above-mentioned ART issues. Ultimately, this paper contributes to the ongoing debate to harmonise Muslim family law with Islamic bioethics in the context of ART.

To simplify, this paper has been structured into three parts. The first part is on terminological discourse, revealing the meanings of nasab and ART in this study. The subsequent part gets into the details of the Sharīʿah principles and the views of experts on determination of nasab. It looks closely at filiation issues arises in using frozen reproductive material in situations like divorce, death, mafqood-ul-khabar, assisted birth between co-wives, and the use of donated reproductive materials. The final section concludes by exploring the approaches adopted by Muslim countries, including but not limited to Turkey, Malaysia, Iran, and Pakistan, in addressing issues related to ART.

TERMINOLOGICAL DISCOURSE OF NASAB (FILIATION)

Factually, nasab upholds the purity of family lineage which can be traced to the maternal or paternal side. In public, it specifically denotes a close family relationship, with a particular emphasis on the connection with parents, especially the male parent. It is rooted in the Arabic word na-sa-ba, which means ‘to relate’, ‘to trace ancestry’, or ‘to attribute’. To be simple, it refers to genealogy or extraction and one's ancestors, from parents to grandparents, great-grandparents, and so on. Another word opposite to nasab is al-nasal, meaning to ‘procreate’, ‘to sire’, and ‘to beget’. It refers to descendants, from children to grandchildren, and so on. Notably, the English term lineage covers both of these terms.11

In its literal sense, nasab encompasses the concept of kinship, or blood relationship, between one person and another, whether they are far away or near.12 Technically, nasab is characterised as a hereditary

---

12 Muhammad ibn Yaʿqūb Al-Fayrūzabādī, Al-. Qamūs al-muḥīṭ, (Beirut: Muʿassasah al-. Risālah, 2005), see also: Muhammad ibn Mukarram ibn
connection that establishes familial ties through relationships originating from marriage.  

Shāh Walī Allāh explained the significance of *nasab*:

"The preservation of nasab establishes the marital credibility of the husband and wife through the protection of genealogy. Through their mutual relationship, the continuum of reproduction and family formation unfolds. This leads to the existence of a family, the recognition of parents and children, and the determination of rights and responsibilities towards each other. Issues such as upbringing rights, maintenance, sanctity of marriage, propriety of relations, and inheritance are also intricately linked with lineage. He further said that nasab is one of the matters sought after, and it is pursued by the wise. It is among the distinctive features of the human species, setting it apart from other animals".  

Primarily, the issue of *nasab* is regulated under the Islamic family laws, which is commonly known as personal status law (*qānūn al-ahwāl al-shakhṣiyah*). This law governs marriage, divorce, custody, guardianship, and filiation issues, particularly in Muslim society. Often, this law is also spoken of as Islamic law by ordinary citizens, which is not truly equal to Islamic law. Nevertheless, generally Muslim countries practice the combined nature of family law, including *Sharīʿah*, customary law, and Western legal concepts. To sort out child issues, the principle of the best interest of the child is recognised by Islamic law.

---


In practice, various terms including legitimacy, lineages, and genealogy, are employed to convey this nuanced meaning. Different jurisdictions might use different words, but many countries, like those where Arabic is spoken, use the term ‘nasab’. Countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Iran, and Pakistan also use this term. In this study, nasab is taken as filiation; however, it goes beyond that, denoting a person's lineage and his or her belonging in society. The study discusses both maternal and paternal filiations in ART cases under the Sharī‘ah.

ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY (ART)

To overcome infertility issues and facilitate human reproduction, medical science introduced ART. Over time, this technology evolved and developed several procedures, including approaches used between legally married couples and techniques that require a third-party involvement. To define ART, the latest definition was revealed by the Malaysian Ministry of Health, which is in the context of WHO:

“ART is all interventions that include the in vitro handling of both human oocytes and sperm or embryos for the purpose of reproduction. This includes, but is not limited to, in vitro fertilisation (IVF), embryo transfer (ET), intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), embryo biopsy, preimplantation genetic testing (PGT), assisted hatching, gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT), zygote intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT), gamete and embryo

\[17\] Yassari, Möller, and Najm, eds. Filiation and the Protection of Parentless Children: Towards a Social Definition of the Family in Muslim Jurisdictions.

\[18\] Often, the word Sharī‘ah is used interchangeably with 'Islamic law,' or fiqh. However, this interchangeability can create confusion. See: Y. Al-Qaradawi, Approaching the Sunnah: Comprehension and Controversy, (Herndon, VA: International Institute of Islamic Thought, 2007), x. In this study, Sharī‘ah has been employed in broad meanings, benefiting from primary and secondary sources, interpretations by classical and contemporary scholars, and a focus on legal perspectives. In other words, the study adopts Sharī‘ah as Islamic law for the purpose of the titled discourse.
cryopreservation, semen, oocytes and embryo donation, and gestational carrier cycles.”\(^{19}\)

In fact, human procreation by natural process or using ART between legally married couples within the continuation of marital bond creates no problem. Ethico-legal challenges regarding child filiation arise when there is a third-party involvement or uncertain circumstances are attached to ART. This study aims to investigate how the principles of *Sharīʿah*, specifically those determining *nasab*, address the filiation of ART-children.

**DISCUSSION ON NASAB UNDER THE SHARĪʿAH CONCEPT OF NASAB IN THE QURʿĀN AND SUNNAH**

Islam seeks to form a virtuous and responsible society, emphasising the protection of lineage, descent, and family. The entire structure of relationships, rights, and the familial framework revolves around this concept. As a result, the *Sharīʿah* lists down the preservation of lineage and descent as one of the *Maqāṣid* al-*Sharīʿah* (fundamental objectives of *Sharīʿah*).\(^{20}\) On the topic of filiation, the Holy verse is reported:

“And it is He who has created from water a human being and made him [a relative by] lineage and marriage. And ever is your Lord competent [concerning creation].”\(^{21}\)

In this verse, *nasab* means kinship of blood which means that relationship which emanates from either parent. Mufti Shāfī‘ī stated that this relation is granted by the Almighty Allah to mankind for a pleasant and tranquil life. If these relations are taken away from someone's life it will be impossible for him to live by himself.\(^{22}\)


\(^{21}\) The Qurʿān, 25:54

to this, al-Qurṭubī stated that Allah has favoured legitimate lineage and lawful marriage, elevating the status of people. Nasab is the first relationship, title, or right that is granted to the child after procreation and all other relationships are determined by this relation.  

Apparently, this text grants this right to all human reproduction either done by natural process or using technological assistance like ART.

Another Quranic text is mentioned on this subject:

“And he has not made your adopted sons your [true] sons. That is [merely] your saying by your mouths, but Allah says the truth, and He guides to the [right] way. Call them by [the names of] their fathers; it is more just in the sight of Allah. But if you do not know their fathers - then they are [still] your brothers in religion and those entrusted to you. And there is no blame upon you for that in which you have erred but [only for] what your hearts intended. And ever is Allah Forgiving and Merciful.”

This Quranic text expressly states the ruling on determination of nasab of a child as Allah instructed to attribute children to their actual fathers and not otherwise. Also, this verse prohibits the intentional attribution of unlawful filiation. Because this type of practice violates the rights and responsibilities of the parties such as right of child to know his real parents as well as infringes on the rights of parents. In fact, safeguarding the nasab is a communal duty, as it involves the rights of the child, parents, and Allah.


24 The Qurʾān, 33:4-5

25 Islamic law emphasizes safeguarding nasab through prohibitions on tampering with lineages, disowning children, false attribution, affiliating without legitimate heirs, denying adoption, adultery, and false accusation, alongside regulations on iddah periods and the process of liʾan. Moreover, nasab, as a non-transferable and non-financial right, is vested in Allah, the child, the mother, and the father. The right of the child and the mother precedes the right of the father because they are more in need of this right. See discussion: Mansur Yahya Abdullah Muhammad. "Aḥkām al-Nasab fī al-Fiqh al-İslāmī wa Madā Taʾthurihā bi al-Mustajadāt al-Muʾāṣirah: Dirāsah Fiḥiyyah, Qānūniyyah, Muqāranah." (Unpublished PhD thesis, Department of Islamic Law, University of Assiut, 2013).
The Quranic textual study reveals the duration of pregnancy and the period of breastfeeding as thirty months in one verse, and in another verse, the duration of breastfeeding is as two years. The text is “their mothers are none but those who gave birth to them.” Another phrase is, “His mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with hardship, and his gestation and weaning period is thirty months.” In another verse, it is texted as “And Allah brought you out from the wombs of your mothers.” In addition, the holy Quran also states “He creates you in the wombs of your mothers.” Ultimately, these Quranic texts help to determine maternal attribution of a child in controversial cases of ART.

Similarly, there is an ahadīth that emphasises the significance of a valid nasab. The Prophet said that a person who knows that his father is someone else and yet attributes himself to someone else, Paradise is forbidden to him. Another prophetic statement warned that a person who attributes himself to someone other than his real father, or a slave who claims to belong to someone other than his master, upon such an individual, the curse of Allah, the angels, and all the people is incumbent and on the Day of Judgment, Allah will not accept any obligatory or voluntary acts from him. Under these ahādīth, it is prohibited to claim or attribute someone by themselves or by anyone to any other person other than real parents in any way.

In another hadīth, the Prophet stated that if a woman admits into her family those children who are not biologically related to them have no share in the favour of Allah, and Allah will not admit her into His Paradise. Similarly, a person who denies his own son, even though he knows him to be his offspring, on the Day of Judgment, Allah will veil Himself from him and expose him to disgrace among both the

26The Qur’ān, 58:2
27The Qur’ān, 46:15
28The Qur’ān, 78:16
29The Qur’ān, 6:38
31Muslim ibn al-Hajjāj, Sahīh Muslim, (Cairo: Dār al-Fikr, 1974), Book of Pilgrimage, Chapter: The Merits of Madinah and the Supplication the Prophet (PBUH) used to make for it, Ḥadīth, 467
preceding and succeeding generations.\textsuperscript{33} By words or actions, accepting or neglecting a child, which leads to wrong attribution, is prohibited under the \textit{Sharī‘ah}.

On the significance of filiation, the Prophet (PBUH) encourages people to learn their lineages so that they can maintain ties of kinship. The Prophet said, by Allah, if there are some bad feelings between a man and his brother and he knows that there is kinship between him and that man that will prevent him from breaking with him.\textsuperscript{34} In ART cases where the donor is kept secret and not shown to the resulting child, this practice deprives the child of knowing his or her lineage, which is significant for him or her. As a result, this practice infringes on the principle of the best interest of the child.

Significantly, the Prophet mentioned basic rulings for the determination of \textit{nasab} in doubt as he said that whoever claims a child without legitimacy; he neither inherits nor is inherited from.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, he advised that there is no unlawful claiming of paternity in Islam. What was done in pre-Islamic times has been annulled. The Holy Prophet said \textit{Al-walad li al-firāsh wa li al-‘āhir al-hajar} (the child is attributed to the one on whose bed it is born, and the fornicator is deprived of any right).\textsuperscript{36} This is the foundational principle in determining filiation of a child under \textit{Sharī‘ah} and all jurists rely on it.\textsuperscript{37}

\textsuperscript{34} Al-Bukhārī, \textit{Al-Adab Al-Mufrad}, Ḥadīth , 72
\textsuperscript{35} Abū Dāwūd, \textit{Sunan Abī Dāwūd}, Kitab al-Talaq chapter on the claim of son of al-Zina Ḥadīth, 2264
JURISTIC VIEWS ON THE DETERMINATION OF NASAB

In the pre-Islamic era, Arab society was accustomed to the generation of illegitimate children through the exploitation of slave girls. In contemporary times, there are reported cases involving human reproduction through ART, donation practices, and the occurrence of trafficking and abuse of such children. This underscores the urgent need for a comprehensive solution to address this emerging issue. Notably, the nasab determining rules in the pre-Islamic period were elastic, often favouring men and neglecting the role of mothers. Islam, however, changed this perspective by advocating a balanced approach for couples in establishing parentage relationships, with marriage being the focal point. While maternal filiation is determined by biology, paternal filiation is established through various methods, including marriage, self-acknowledgment (iqrār), means of evidence (bayyinah), and scientifically conclusive methods, all within the framework of a valid marriage. Another approach is qiyāfah, which entails the recognition by experts possessing expertise in determining descent based on physical characteristics and likeness. Additionally, some incorporate deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sampling, utilising substances like blood, hair, bone, saliva, etc. Moreover, laboratory testing, boasting a 99.99% accuracy rate in determining descent, can also be employed to discern hereditary genealogy for inheritance purposes.
Where a marriage contract is present, lineage is established. Hence, for the proof of nasab, the occurrence of a marriage contract is sufficient. Al-Kasâni, stated that marriage serves as the public manifestation to prove lineage. If someone from the East marries a woman from the West, and they have a child that confirms the nasab, even if actual consummation is not evident, the legal ruling is based on its cause, which is marriage. Indeed, the Hanafi, Shafi`i, Malikî, and Hanbalî schools unanimously hold that the nasab of a child born out of adultery is attributed to the owner (husband) of firâsh (wife). They rely on the tradition “Al-walad li al-firâsh wa li al-`âhir al-`hajar” to determine the nasab of a child in disputed cases.

Al-`Asqalânî, explained the term firâsh which means a woman with whom Sharî`ah has permitted conjugal relations for a man, who is either his lawfully wedded wife or a bonded woman (slave). Al-`Aynî said that the prophetic statement indicates the fact that mere claims of paternity are not sufficient to establish lineage; instead, it is established through the bed (marriage). Scholars unanimously agree that the free woman's ownership of a bed is proven through marriage. If the possibility of consummation and pregnancy exists, and a valid marriage has taken place, the child will be attributed to the owner of the bed. The child's filiation will not be interrupted by any claims or

43 Abubakr ibn Mas”ûd Al-Kasâni, Badâi’u al-Sanáî”u fi tartîb al-Sharai”u, (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah, 1976), vol. 2, 331
48 This tradition is reported with different words. This hadith needs to be revised in present medico-legal perspectives of reproductive technology.
other reasons besides cursing. Saedi stated that it is clear that the Prophet knew that this child was not conceived from Zam'a's semen, yet he attributed the child to Zam'a. This proves that the proof of lineage is not contingent upon the man's fluids or his impregnation but is associated with the bed. This is the reason why Imam Abu Hanīfa did not place the condition of the possibility of impregnation for being the owner of the bed. So, it is evident that the child's lineage is established through the owner of the bed, i.e., the woman with whom the man is lawfully married, regardless of whether consummation has occurred or not. This principle ensures that the child's nasab is attributed to the legitimate marital relationship, and other relationships are also established accordingly.

Generally, Muslim Jurists give priority to marital ground on other methods to establish nasab, however, they outlined three key points: the condition of dukhul (penetration) or imkan al-dukhul (intercourse), the husband's capability to impregnate, and the duration of pregnancy or conception. Hanafī considers marital contracts as sufficient to establish the nasab while the majority (Jumhur) assert on dukhul or imkan al-dukhul. As a result, if evidence proves the incapacity of a married couple to ensure sexual intercourse, such as residing in distant locations, lineage may not be established according to Jumhur. However, Hanafī considers that the only method to deny nasab is li‘ān (disclaim) by the husband while the Jumhur acknowledges other ways also.

Factually, scholars unanimously concur on the validity of establishing lineage through self-acknowledgment. However, they diverge on its validity when the acknowledging party is a female and whether she is married or unmarried. Regarding acknowledgment by a third party during an individual's lifetime, scholars agree on its validity if confirmed by the individual; otherwise, it's deemed invalid. Yet, when the acknowledging party is deceased, scholars present three opinions. The Hanafi school asserts that lineage is affirmed if a qualified heir acknowledges paternity, using "acknowledgment" rather than "testimony." The Mālikī and Zaydi schools maintain that lineage is established through testimony, irrespective of the testifier's status. Conversely, the Shafi'i and Hanbalī schools advocate confirming lineage through acknowledgment by the inheritor of all wealth or by acknowledgment before the Muslim community if not all wealth is held. Finally, the Dhaḥiri school and a faction of the Zaydi school oppose establishing lineage through acknowledgment made by a third party.

Furthermore, the fuqaha unanimously agree that lineage can be established through the testimony of two men, but they differ on whether one man's testimony alongside two women is sufficient. The Hanafi, Zaydi, and Dhaḥiri schools accept it, while the Mālikī, Ibn Rushd, Bidayatul-Mujtahid wa. Nihayatul-Muqtaṣīd, (Cairo: Dār alḤadīth, 2004), Vol.2, 328


64Ibn Ḥazm, Marātib al-ijmā’, 94.

Shāfiʿī,66 and Hanbalī67 schools do not. They also disagree on whether lineage can be established through the testimony of women alone, with the Dhahārī68 school accepting it but others not. Scholars concur on the validity of establishing lineage through hearsay testimony, known as "istifadah" or public knowledge if the information is collectively agreed upon. Some Hanafi and Hanbalī scholars extend this to include testimony from two men or one man and two women, and a qadi. However, the preference is for collective hearsay rather than individual testimony. There is a disagreement on whether a witness needs to explicitly state that their testimony is based on hearsay. The Hanafi and Mālikī schools require this, while the Shāfiʿī, Hanbalī, and some Zaydī scholars do not.69

Jamhur resorts to qiyāfah (resemblance) to establish lineage in cases of conflict or lack of stronger evidence; relying on the Prophet's happiness upon hearing the words of qiyāfah could mean he accepted them as valid proof of lineage, as seen in the stories of Zaid ibn Harithah and Osama ibn Zaid. According to the Hanafi school, lineage cannot be proven through resemblance alone because Islamic law specifies proof of lineage through marital relations. Resemblance only indicates biological parentage, not marital status, so it cannot establish lineage. Therefore, lineage is established only through marriage or acknowledgment. Notably, the Hanafi school permits attribution of the child to multiple individuals if the evidence is equal or inconclusive and they do not rely solely on qiyāfah. The Hanbalī school follows a similar approach but requires the involvement of qiyāfah. The Mālikī72 and Shāfiʿī73 schools do not endorse affiliating the child with multiple individuals under any circumstance.

66 Al-Khatib, Mughni al-muhtaj ila ma'rifah ma'ani alfaz al-minhaj, Vol. 4, 461.
67 Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni, Vol. 6, 12.
68 Ibn Ḥazm, Marātib al-ijmā', 94.
70 Al-Kasâni, Badāi"u al-Sanāí"u fī tarīb al-Sharai"u, vol. 2, 331
71 Ibn Qudamah, Al-Mughni, (Cairo: Dar alHadith, 2004), Vol. 7, 483
73 Al-Ramli, niḥayah al-muhtaj ila syarh al-minhaj, Vol. 8, 375
The Qur’an and Sunnah, the primary sources of Sharī’ah, have not given direct responses to ART cases but give general principles to determine the filiation of children. However, classical and contemporary jurists detailed this discussion, interpreting the primary sources according to societal needs.

NASAB OF ART-BIRTHS

Muslim jurists unanimously establish the maternal nasab of a child with a gestational mother, whether she is married or unmarried. However, there were debates on the paternal attribution of the child to the putative father. The majority agree that in a dispute of nasab between a legitimate husband (owner of firāsh) and others, priority goes to marriage (firāsh), and the other would be subjected to the prescribed punishment (had).74 Al-Jassas and al-Kāsānī explain that the hadīth “Al-walad li al-firāsh wa lī al-‘āhir al-ḥajar” includes every situation, whether a child is born by a married or unmarried woman.75 According to Al-Jassas, the term “al-firāsh” is specific, indicated by the definite article (alif and lām), suggesting that filiation is confined within the marital bond. Consequently, a fundamental principle is established, asserting that anyone who does not possess a firash (wife) cannot claim for paternity.76

The above hadīth is specific to a situation where the owner of firāsh is involved. In situations where there is no conflict involving the owner of firāsh, scholars deliberate on whether nasab can be attributed to a putative father. Scholars attribute the nasab of the child to a putative father, subject to his claim for paternity, and the birth-giving woman is unmarried. Different scholars hold varying opinions on establishing nasab with a putative father. Some assert that the putative

75Delfina Serrano, “Paternity and Filiation According to the Jurists of Al-Andalus: Legal Doctrines on Transgression of the Islamic Social Order.” Imago Temporis: Medium Aevum (2013): 59-75
father will be lashed but still have the nasab attributed to him.77 Others argue that the attribution of nasab is valid if the putative father marries the woman, even if it occurs just a day before the child's birth. Additionally, there is a viewpoint suggesting that the determination of nasab in such cases ultimately depends on the verdict issued by a judge.78 Notably, the Prophet (PBUH) advised that where a child, claimed by heirs after the father's death, could be attributed.79 Additionally, according to Sulyman Ibn Yasār, if a man claims paternity after engaging in illegal intercourse with the child's mother, the child is attributed to him, and he can inherit, provided no one else claims paternity.80

It has resulted that the matter of nasab surrounds the marital relationship and diverse opinions in ending marriage in cases of divorce and death lead to the dissention of nasab in ART-birth using reproductive material after divorce or death. Notably, the Muslim jurists rely on prophet hadīth ‘alwalad lil firāsh’ for this discussion, dissenting on establishing and denying nasab of ART-Child born out of wedlock. Admittedly, this tradition is authenticated by the Muslim jurists but interpreted by different approaches and it facilitates only when the owner of the firāsh is involved or a woman is married.


79Ibn Qayyim Zād al-Ma”âd, vol. 5, 427. See also Nail al-Awšār, vol. 6, 184.

Furthermore, the prevention of nasab by the putative father serves as punishment and deterrence.

Indeed, the three crucial elements—sperm, oocytes, and uterus—play a fundamental role in human reproduction. Disruptions in any of these components often necessitate medical intervention. ART procedures, ranging from artificial insemination to the donation of reproductive organs or materials, address these challenges. This study discussed the matter of nasab of a child conceived through ART practiced by a couple. Various scenarios are considered, such as the use of frozen reproductive material (sperm, egg, or embryo) in cases of divorce, death, or prolonged absence of the husband. Additionally, the study delves into the complex issue of the donation of uterine or reproductive material to a second wife or other individuals. Before discussing controversial ART events for nasab, it is essential to know the potential jurisprudential points which need to be considered to determine the nasab of a child born as the result of ART.

POTENTIAL JURISPRUDENTIAL RULES

Marital Relationship: The Sharī‘ah gives marriage as a Grund norm for determining the nasab of a child. By this norm, it is examined that children resulting from nasab of a child are born within a valid wedlock or out of wedlock. In the case of wedlock, any type of nasab of child can be established.

Respectful Conception and Birth: To ascertain nasab, Islamic law considers the timing of conception and birth. Regarding birth, a minimum duration of six months after marriage is considered, with variations in time calculation. Likewise, scholars debate the maximum gestational period, ranging from nine to ten months, two years, four years, and nine to ten years. In cases involving ART, where conception or birth occurs through preserved reproductive

---

81 There are views on it since the contract of marriage, the consummation of marriage, or having a possible time for physical access for conception. See discussion: N.J. Coulson, Succession the Muslim Family, (London: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 23.
material, analysing the filiation of the resulting child may be assessed within these parameters. For conception, there are two stages: ejaculation and insertion. Thus, these two stages must be respected and not violated during conception. The use of frozen material in cases of divorce, death, or other such scenarios should be considered. 83.

**Distinct Rules for Maternal and Paternal Filiation:** Paternal *nasab* is determined through *Sharīʿah* methods. 84 In Contrast, Maternal *nasab* is a matter of biology, and this jurisprudential ground is extracted from the holy verse and prophetic hadith. The holy verse reveals the roles of mothers, whereby maternal filiation can be understood: “*their mothers are none but those who gave birth to them.*” 85 Another verse states, “*His mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with hardship, and his gestation and weaning period is thirty months.*” 86 Also, it is stated “*And Allah brought you out from the wombs of your mothers.*” 87 Furthermore, the holy text revealed “*He creates you in the wombs of your mothers.*” 88

In ART procedures, both paternal and maternal lineage is scrutinised, especially in situations where a child is born with the assistance of multiple women, such as one providing the uterus, another donating gamete, and yet another birthing the baby. In such cases, the attribution of parental roles becomes challenging.

**Nasab is a Fundamental Right of Children:** The attribute of *nasab* is the foremost right of the children, and other rights rely on its determination. Indeed, its denial or misapplication leads to socio-economic discrimination and legal deprivation of rights in human society. Particularly in contemporary states, birth certificates, citizenship or nationality, immigration, and travel issues arise in the


84 The Qurʾān, 46:15
85 The Qurʾān, 58:2
86 The Qurʾān, 46:15
87 The Qurʾān, 78:16
88 The Qurʾān, 6:38
absence or doubtful attribution of a child. Thus, the immediate and right determination of nasab should be understood as a fundamental right of a child.

Maṣlaḥat Al-Ṭifl (Best Interest of the Child): Islamic law applies legal maxims to realise public policy and ward off evils in controversial issues. In Muslim countries, the rule of best interest of the child is applied in cases of abortion, custody, maintenance, and even the inheritance of a grandfather to grandchildren when the child’s father has died. This concept is also evident when Muslim jurists establish the nasab of children born out of all kinds of doubtful sexual intercourse (watu al-shubhah). This understanding should extend to the nasab cases of ART births.

Child Care and Protection: The next point is child care and protection that should be considered for ART cases. Many states attempt to establish relationships between a child and others with different labels. However, limited rights are granted to the child, excluding the right of inheritance. In fact, this is an effort to ensure the safety of a child without terming it as nasab, which violates Islamic law. According to Islamic law, Muslim jurists must acknowledge the discretion of courts in disputed issues, terming it Waqā’u al-ahwāl (a ruling giving a certain person or group differs from others). Henceforth, the courts

92 Dörthe. "Establishing Filiation (Nasab) And the Placement of Destitute Children", 408-432.
93 Isa Abdur-Razaq, Sarumi and Taofik Abolaji, Critical Analysis of Waqā’u Al-Ayān and Its Implication on Jurist’s Dissent, Journal of Islamic Law Journal, Maiduguri State University, Nigeria, 8
should consider child care and protection in establishing the attribution of ART children born out of doubtful events.

**Compensation or Punishment:** The rights and responsibilities should be considered for donors’ efforts, and some reward should be given for their participation, particularly when commercial benefits are not allowed. Similarly, the Sunnī Muslims declare donation practices akin to adultery, but they do not impose adultery punishment for such cases as there is no fulfilment of elements of zina. 94

In the context of the above considerations, the issue of the *nasab* of a child born using ART procedures can be analysed.

**CONTROVERSIAL EVENTS FOR ART-BIRTHS AND DETERMINATION OF NASAB ART-BIRTH AFTER DIVORCE**

The majority opinion suggests that in cases of divorce and death, frozen embryos should automatically be destroyed, while the minority perspective advocates for their use until the expiration of the waiting period. 95 For instance, if a wife impregnates as a result of using a frozen embryo after divorce within the waiting period, the *nasab* establishes a relationship with her ex-husband. 96 In fact, marital relationships continue in the waiting period that leads to establishing filiation with the husband. And, the use of a frozen embryo even after the waiting period does not constitute a denial of *nasab* because freezing receipt proves that the gamete relates to the ex-husband. Furthermore, while insemination occurs after a marital relationship, in this case, the ejaculation and fertilisation stages were completed within the marital bond. 97 Additionally, freezing and fertilisation of gametes by joint consent denote that the husband was willing to accept the birth

---

95 Al-baz, "Oocyte and Sperm - Embryo Cryopreservation (Sperm and Egg Freezing). 215-234.
of the child, leading to his acknowledgment. Notably, absolute denial of *nasab* derivates the rights of the child and is against his best interest, public policy, and maxims of warding evils. Additionally, denial of *nasab* derivates the rights of the child and is against his best interest, public policy, and maxims of warding evils.\(^98\) It is true that using of preserved gamete or embryo after divorce can be discouraged on the basis of precautions or leading to *mafsadah*, but it is considered for determining *nasab*. Nevertheless, this issue calls for a healthy discussion among medical, legal, and religious experts. Nevertheless, this issue calls for a healthy discussion among medical, legal, and religious experts.

**POSTHUMOUS ART-BIRTH**

Another controversy is whether the usage of frozen embryos after the deaths of any or both parties is permitted. The notable point is that the status of frozen embryos is acknowledged as a valuable joint asset of the parties having priority over other human organs because it is created as a result of joint effort and it holds human reproductive ability that other organs do not have.\(^99\) Furthermore, the maximum limit for conception is different even up to 10 years.\(^100\) So, the question is whether the freezing and fertilizing of embryo is equal to a stage of conception or not because the initial process is taken outside of the body, which is the same as happens on the inner side of the uterus. Probably, that is why the freezing limit cannot exceed 10 years in several ART laws in Muslim countries.\(^101\) While using frozen embryos after death is not encouraged due to the end of marital relationship, if a wife impregnates through their use within *`iddah* (waiting period),


the nasab can be established. It seems acceptable that after the 'iddah period where she impregnates from frozen embryos, the nasab can be attributed to the deceased father because he already consented to accepting future birth at the time of making embryos. Moreover, this is why ejaculation and fertilisation stages were done under a marital relationship and other stages of conception remained to be fulfilled. In this case, insertion is made after the end of the marital bond, which is a disrespectful activity that can be counted as a sin but is not equal to adultery, which constitutes a denial of nasab. This is also a medico-jurisprudential question that needs medico-legal discourse.

ART-BIRTH IN CASES OF MAFQUD UL KHABR

Mafqood is a person whose whereabouts are not known and his life or death is not known. In this case, for a particular period of time, the person is declared to be living, as his death is not known by any source. The prisoner is also included under this scope, as it is stated that the prisoner, whose whereabouts are unknown and it is not possible to ascertain his news, is considered missing. The marital relationship remains in these events, preventing the wife from remarrying and distributing inheritance. In this context, the use of preserved gametes or embryos where a husband travels abroad and stays missing without any information or gets imprisoned for years or life poses the question of the affiliation of the resulting child. The question is whether the

106 There is rich debate on mafqood and his rulings such as he is missing in Muslim territories or otherwise and how much time is required to determine his status of life or death. See: Abul Walīd Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Qurṭabī, al-Muqaddamāt al-Mahdāt (Labnān: Dār al-ʿArab all-Islāmī), 533/1. This research centers on only establishing the lineage (nasab) of a child conceived through ART in cases where the husband is unknown.
conception in the absence of a husband is applied or not because such conception is declared evidence for *zina*.\(^{107}\) Besides, joint consent is required to use joint asset (frozen embryo)\(^{108}\) that not possible in cases of missing persons. Furthermore, it is evident that many Muslim territories including Malaysia and Pakistan lack guidance on determination of *nasab* in such events.\(^{109}\) Additionally, the courts have had limited opportunities to establish case law precedent in such matters. For instance, in Pakistan, the Federal Sharīʿat Court discussed the contractual status and potential offenses related to surrogacy but avoided debating the legitimacy of the child.\(^{110}\) The sole guidance available for establishing the lineage (*nasab*) of such children is religious *fatwas*. In situations where legal frameworks are lacking, courts interpret and apply Sharīʿah law, although judges often lack expertise in applying the Sharīʿah to biotechnological human reproduction. Similarly, private ART clinics utilise these rulings as a basis for their ART practices.\(^{111}\) Thus, in such cases, *nasab* determination is at risk, so there is need of expressed provisions to govern these matters; otherwise, private clinics may misuse and misapply the *fatwas* as per their understandings.

**ART-BIRTH: HAVING A THIRD-PARTY ROLE FOR CO-WIVES**

This is a debateable situation among scholars. The majority view\(^{112}\) prohibits the practice of human reproduction through the assistance of

---


\(^{108}\) Al-baz, " Oocyte and Sperm - Embryo Cryopreservation (Sperm and Egg Freezing). 215-234.

\(^{109}\) See: Islamic Family Law (Federal Territories) Act 1984; see also: Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 1961

\(^{110}\) See: Farooq Siddiqui v Farzana Naheed, PLD-2017 FSC-78


\(^{112}\) See: Jād al-Haqq ʿAlī Jād al-Haqq (Sābik Shaykh al-Azhar Mīr), Muḥammad Sayyid Ṭanṭāwī (Sābik Shaykh al-Azhar), Yusuf al-Qardāwī (Qaṭar), and Muṣṭafā Zirqāʾ (Shām) see: Dāktar Hind al-Khūlī, maqālah:
co-wives as they declare it equal to the involvement of third parties. Some others including Javid Ahmed Ghamdi hold the view that assistance in human reproduction between co-wives is not equal to the involvement of an absolute third party, which is prohibited. Even this view finds some place among the Sunnī scholars. They stipulate this practice with some conditions, but the question is that paternal nasab clearly goes to the husband; what happens in maternal nasab? The birthing wife has maternal filiation according to the majority, and the donor wife holds the suckling status or otherwise. In fact, the prohibitive view argues that fertility, stabilisation of pregnancy, and nurturing of embryos are pre-birth practices, while breastfeeding after birth is an extraneous matter. Likewise, suckling is proven by textual studies of the Quran and Sunnah and it is not correct to justify the tenancy of the womb of a non-woman by speculating on it. Furthermore, the wives have separate marital contracts with the husband which has different consequences. In contrast, the minority argument is that co-wives’ assistance is not equal to absolute third-party as prohibited but these share the same husband.

Rationally, in this situation, the child's nasab may be established with the husband, as both women are his wives, and the child is borned through his seminal fluid. Regarding the determination of which woman is the biological mother of the child, it may be established based on the woman through whom the pregnancy and childbirth occurred. As for the other wife, whose ovum was used in the fertility process, rulings of Musāharah will be applied based on the partial


Al-Kasānī, Badāʾī ’u al-Sanāʾī ’u fi tartīb al-Sharāʾī ’u, vol. 14, 262/

Mofti Manib et al. "Kirāyē kī mān' kī shar‘ī ḥaṣṭīţ?.".

Ibid.
relationship with her. Then a new medico-legal question arises: genetical transformation lies with gametes; what is in nurturing by blood? Does it hold some genetic transformation or not? Whether suckling by milk, by blood, or by gametes is equal, it needs some scientific study.

**ART-BIRTH HAVING AN ABSOLUTE THIRD-PARTY ROLE**

Third-party involvement is found in every human procreation process, even in natural processes, for instance getting help from professionals (doctors, nurses, *dai* (local experts’ women) to ease the reproductive process. This involvement is also evident in cesarean birth (delivery by operation). In this study, third-party involvement has two meanings: human reproduction is done with assistance from a second wife or assisted reproduction between co-wives. The second meaning is assisted in human reproduction using donated material or the practice of surrogacy; this later meaning may be termed third-party absolute involvement. The challenge of multi-parenthood occurs when an absolute third party is involved in ART procedures. For instance, if more than three parties are involved in ART procedures when one woman gives uteri, second donates egg, and the third gives birth. is this transformation equal to the transformation of other organs or not? This is a jurisprudential-medical question that needs to be co-examined. In cases of using donated reproductive material, maternal nasab will be attributed to the birthing woman, as the Quranic texts endorse birthing women as mothers. The question is on paternal nasab whether it

---


119 Third-party involvement is found in every human procreation process, even in natural processes, for instance getting help from professionals (doctors, nurses, *dai* (local experts’ women) to ease the reproductive process. This involvement is also evident in caesarean birth (delivery by operation). In this study, third-party involvement has two meanings: human reproduction is done with assistance from a second wife or assisted reproduction between co-wives. The second meaning is assisted in human reproduction using donated material or the practice of surrogacy; this later meaning may be termed third-party absolute involvement.

120 See: The Qurʾān, 6:38, 46:15, 58:2, 78:16
goes to the husband of the birthing woman or the donor. In such cases, the husband of the birthing woman is treated as the father of the resulting child because through pregnancy and childbirth, is the mother of the child, and through the firāsh, the child will be affiliated with her husband.  

In light of medical and biological experiences, gametes are origin and foundation of a fetus. Not only does it determine the biological details of the offspring, it also imparts similarities and all characteristics and qualities are obtained from them. Therefore, the contribution of donors to ART cannot be entirely ignored. Based on the genetic role, the possibilities of uncertainty and remote probabilities have been considered effective in parental relations, and rulings of Musāharah are applied. When third-party involvement in ART does not equate to adultery, it becomes essential to honour the rights and responsibilities of all parties involved.

ART-BIRTH AND ISSUE OF NASAB IN THE MUSLIM COUNTRIES

Among the Muslim countries, Turkey and Iran have ART laws, but they do not address the issue of nasab directly. Turkish laws prefer not to use reproductive material after divorce or death, but Iranian provisions facilitate the donation of this material to another couple. The Iranian law creates rights and responsibilities for the recipient couple, not for the donors. Similarly, Malaysia has no certain legal

---

121 Sometimes more than three parties are involved in ART procedures as one woman gives uteri, second donates egg, and third gives birth. is this transformation equal to the transformation of other organs or not? This is a jurisprudential-medical question that needs to be co-examined.


123 See details: Ibn Nujaym, Bahar al-rā‘iq sharh Kanz al-daqā’iq, vol. 8, 36-

124 See: Article 12-18, Regulation of Assisted Reproductive Treatment Centers Act (RAPTCA) 1987

provisions to deal with the issue of *nasab* for ART-children. Even though some policies\(^{126}\), religious fatwas\(^{127}\), or indirect laws exist\(^{128}\) that may extend to this problem, these are not sufficient.\(^{129}\) Significantly, most of the Muslim world practices family law with *Sharīʿah* and a civil law mixture, particularly in Pakistan. The determination of *nasab* depends on the *Sharīʿah* texts, as the courts are advised by the constitution to apply juristic interpretation to the respective sect.\(^{130}\) Further, the Council of Islamic Ideology attempted to discuss ART-related issues, including the *nasab* of children. But this discussion focused on the maternal *nasab* to the birthing woman, and no other sides were discussed.\(^{131}\) Similarly, the above mentioned issues of paternal *nasab* are not examined by the council. The lack of a law on the determination of *nasab* poses challenges, especially in ART-related births. After the rapid advancement of biotechnology, family law is challenged by multi-dimensions; even its cornerstone, marriage, and process of human procreation are at risk.\(^{132}\) Henceforth, the

\(^{126}\) See: Guideline Of the Malaysian Medical Council (MMC) on Assisted Reproduction 003/2006, Standards for Assisted Reproductive Technology Facility - Embryology Laboratory and Operation Theatre 2012, MOH / P / PAK / 204.10 (GU), and National Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) Policy 2021, MOH/P/PAK/459.21(BP)


\(^{128}\) See: section 112, the Evidence Act 1950, section 110, Islamic Family Law (Federal Territories) Act 1984

\(^{129}\) For information: Yassari, Möller, and Najm, eds. *Filiation and the Protection of Parentless Children: Towards a Social Definition of the Family in Muslim Jurisdictions.*

\(^{130}\) See: Article 227, the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan


protection of the nasab of children is indispensable, which calls for immediate legislation to overcome this problem.

CONCLUSION

This study brings up issues on the determining the nasab of a child that is born through ART. It also examines juristic basic reliance upon the hadīth Al-walad li al-firāsh principle to decide nasab issues. Notably, this hadith gives the principle that it is allowed to give nasab to the owner of firāsh in cases where firāsh is involved. To follow this principle, ART-births using reproductive material in divorce or death have a link to firāsh, which either ended but can be traced and is not equal to adultery. Muslim jurists apply various methods to decide nasab disputes among the children, putting a burden on the putative father, protecting public policy, and protecting the best interests of the child.

In addition, the attribution of the child leads to maximising the interest of humanity, while the denial or misattribution of nasab leads to creating evils in society. The Sharīʿah has some flexibilities according to societal needs, so other methods for determining a nasab should be considered in cases of ART births. Hence, the Courts may adopt a judicious approach in handling the ART cases, evaluating each situation individually. The states ought to address and discourage the use of ART in controversial events while ensuring the protection of the nasab of the resulting children. Where full nasab is not recognised, specific rights and obligations such as providing financial support for maintenance and expenses, excluding inheritance, may be employed. This approach may serve to acknowledge, compensate for, and impose a burden on the donor's role. Likewise, imposing a burden on the donor can be implemented as a deterrent to discourage such practices in society. This article encourages conducting a medico-jurisprudential study in the domain of ART. Contemporary Muslim jurists should revisit and arrange a legal discourse on this matter, considering classical jurisprudential literature, primary, secondary, and subsidiary sources of Sharīʿah, in light of the present needs of society.
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